Lighthouse,
Brighton
Leading names in UK cinema have been announced as
mentors of the Guiding Lights scheme.

Lighthouse’s tenants
are regarded as more
than just occupants in
a shared building, they
are seen as partners
and part of the crucible
of ideas and influences
that make the
Lighthouse network a
valuable resource for
the arts community and
the creative industries.

Now in its seventh round, director Stephen Frears (The
Queen), writer Abi Morgan (Suffragette) and producer
Andrew MacDonald (Trainspotting) join the latest crop of
mentors supporting emerging professionals to develop their
careers. One of the mentors from the last round of the
Guiding Lights scheme is Matt Charman – the screenwriter
of Bridge of Spies (dir. Steven Spielberg), who began
mentoring Matt Orton in early 2015. During their time
together, Orton successfully sold his first script – based on
the story of the hunt for Adolf Eichmann – to MGM.
Charman will serve on the project as Executive Producer.
Moviescope, December 2015
Lighthouse describes itself as an arts and culture agency, its
purpose being to connect new developments in art, technology and
society. It is no stranger to building partnerships and developing
talent, “Guiding Lights” is just one aspect of its broad ranging
programme of exhibitions, training and education, screenings,
commissions and residencies. Founded in1986 Lighthouse was
initially a small community based film workshop sited at the art
college of the University of Brighton. In the mid-1990s, it moved
into digital media and training and in 2005 Lighthouse bought the
old printworks building in Kensington Street Brighton, which
opened up a new stream of rental revenue and developed its
partnerships further.
The use of the building definitely sparked changes for Lighthouse,
in that while tenants use the building for their own business
purposes they also feed into the development of Lighthouse and
the wider arts and digital creative industries ecosystem in Brighton.
The extent that this has happened has proved surprising for
Lighthouse but is now being actively developed to the benefit of
everyone involved.
Miriam Randall (Executive Director) talks about how increasingly
important Lighthouse’s tenants and collaborative working have
become in expanding their business model. Since 2007 Lighthouse
has managed to achieve a remarkable 100% occupancy rate and
currently hosts seven tenants from a youth arts charity to
commercial web designers. These tenants are regarded as more
than just occupants in a shared building, they are seen as partners
and part of the crucible of ideas and influences that make the
Lighthouse network a valuable resource for the arts community and
the creative industries. Always thinking ahead, Miriam describes
how they want to take these relationships even further in the next
iteration of their business model.
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Around 2009 there was a big push on the digital opportunity in
terms of public policy and this is when Lighthouse refined its
purpose and moved to becoming a digital culture agency, looking at
the creative use of technology. Education has also been an
important driver and Lighthouse has had a long term relationship
with the University of Brighton and currently co-runs the MA in
Digital Media Arts.
Timing is so important; if you are having a successful phase you
know you are doing something that is needed by society and
you are doing something that other stakeholders want to do as
well so we just really hit on some very good partnership
programmes.

The current business
model is based around a
number of streams of
activity that have
evolved from being
curious and well
connected with the
external environment;
Miriam stresses the
need to stay vital and
current

While Lighthouse has been subject to the challenges of declining
public sector funding the main trigger for reviewing the business
model was a transition phase as a result of a change in leadership,
which Miriam describes as a ‘pivotal moment.’ Before 2012
Lighthouse had a very top down and traditional organisational
design based on a sole Director but a decision was made to move
to a co-Director model and it had a big impact. The Artistic Director
is able to work more externally, making connections and being the
public face of the creative programme, keeping the new ideas
flowing. The current Artistic Director is based in Amsterdam which
has helped with growing international connections, he is in Brighton
every other week and the team appropriately uses technology
(Slack) for staying connected. Miriam, as Executive Director, has
responsibility for overseeing and managing the business model.
The current business model is based around a number of streams
of activity that have evolved from being curious and well connected
with the external environment; Miriam stresses the need to stay
vital and current:




Partnerships – commissioning and producing enabled
Lighthouse to work with bigger and higher profile partners
Commercial clients – long-term tenants
International work and networks

This has taken Lighthouse from a very small scale organisation into
national and international relationships, major production schemes
and international commissions that have raised its profile and
generated positive financial returns. Lighthouse’s financial model
has been evolving and is primarily driven by an ambition to achieve
a balance of 50% public subsidy and 50% commercial income. The
business model currently has three strands in terms of income 1:
hidden subsidy (core grants) 21%; hidden subsidy (project grants)
39%; direct sales (room hire, fees, bar, rental income) 40%.
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What lessons might be learnt from the development of Lighthouse’s
business model?








You need disruptors,
you need to be able to
lift the lid on things and
be brave enough to let
the creatives challenge
the status quo.

Keep reinventing and don't take success for granted
Keep artists and creative technologists close to the organisation
Consciously invite other perspectives and opinions into your
work
Bring in youthful energy and ideas
Ensure a good mix of different specialisms in your team,
including people from non-arts sectors
Be sure your organisational design supports innovation
Keep your Board fresh and relevant

Miriam is clear to point out that success comes from thinking
ahead, being willing to keep reinventing and bringing in new
perspectives. This is evident in the advice she would offer to others
contemplating changing their business model:
Always be open to new ideas and new people. You need
people in the team who break the mould of those you might
ordinarily expect to be on an arts team. You need different
industry experience, especially when new business ideas
are needed in the challenging funding climate. Lighthouse
now uses the old Director’s office for creatives to do
residencies and to help keep disrupting - they feed into both
the projects and our day-to-day working. You need to be
genuine about diversity, bringing in those other voices and
partnerships.
You need disruptors, you need to be able to lift the lid on
things and be brave enough to let the creatives challenge
the status quo.
Clarify your purpose by identifying your overarching
challenge as an organization and develop a strategy that
guides every part of your business to support that purpose.
Stay focused on your strategy, tell people about it, and keep
learning from others - talk to your peers, talk within the
organization, talk to other sectors and talk to the public.
Stay curious and work with great talent!
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